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JURISDICTION 
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction in this matter pursuant to U.C.A. §78-2a-
3(2)(j)(2001)(pour-over civil jurisdiction). 
ISSUES ON APPEAL 
The following issue is presented on appeal: 
Whether the District Court erred in granting Fulcrum Insurance summary judgment that it only owed 
Tipton $65,000 in uninsured motorist benefits, despite U.C.A. §31A-22-305(3)(b)(2000) which 
requires policy limits equal to the bodily injury liability limits Tipton purchased, of $300,000? The 
standard of review is de novo: The trial court's interpretation of a statute is reviewed de novo, as is the 
trial court's interpretation of a contract. State v. Tooele County, 2002 UT 8; 44 P.3d 680 (statutory 
interpretation reviewed as a matter of law); Prince v. Bear River Mut. Ins. Co., 2002 UT 68; 56 P.3d 
529 (reviews de novo trial court's interpretation of insurance contract in light of statutes). Also, 
summary judgment rulings are reviewed de novo. Ahlstrom v. Salt Lake City Corp., 2003 UT 4; 2003 
Utah LEXIS 11. 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND RULES 
1. U.C.A. §31A-22-302(l)(b)(2000): 
(l)(b) Every policy of insurance or combination of policies purchased to satisfy the 
owner's or operator's security requirements of Section 41-12a-301 shall include: 
(b) uninsured motorist coverage under Section 31A-22-305, unless 
affirmatively waived uner Subsection 31A-22-305(4); 
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2. U.C.A. §31A-22-305(3)(b)(2000): 
(3)(b) For new [automobile insurance] policies written on or after January 1,2001, the 
limits of uninsured motorist coverage shall be equal to the lesser of the limits of the 
insured's motor vehicle liability coverage or the maximum uninsured motorist 
coverage limits available by the insurer under the insured's motor vehicle policy, 
unless the insured purchases coverage in a lesser amount by signing an 
acknowledgment form provided by the insurer that: 
(i) waives the higher coverage; 
(ii) reasonably explains the purpose of uninsured motorist coverage; and 
(iii) discloses the additional premiums required to purchase uninsured motorist 
coverage with limits equal to the lesser of the limits of the insured's motor vehicle 
liability coverage or the maximum uninsured motorist coverage limits available by the 
insurer under the insured's motor vehicle policy. 
3. U.C.A. §31 A-22-305(4)(a)(i)-(ii)(2000): 
(4)(a) (i) Except as provided in Subsection (4)(b), the named insured may reject 
uninsured motorist coverage by an express writing to the insurer that provides liability 
coverage under Subsection 31 A-22-302(l)(a). 
(ii) This rejection shall be on a form provided by the insurer that includes a 
reasonable explanation of the purpose of uninsured motorist coverage. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
1. Nature of the Case 
This is an appeal from summary judgment in favor of General Security Indemnity Co. Of 
Arizona f/k/a Fulcrum Insurance ("Fulcrum Insurance"), limiting its uninsured motorist bodily injury 
coverage to $65,000.00. 
2. Course of Proceedings and Disposition in the Court Below 
Fulcrum Insurance sued Susan Tipton ("Tipton"), its insured, for declaratory relief to limit its 
underinsured motorist coverage to $65,000.00. Cross-motions for summary judgment were filed, and 
the motion of Fulcrum Insurance was granted, and the motion of Tipton was denied. 
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3. Statement of Relevant Facts on Appeal1 
Tipton's Facts: 
On about February 6, 2001, Tipton applied for "garage" insurance through Dixie-Leavitt 
Agency. (R. 124). The application contains a line "Uninsured Motorists ". (Id.) The application also 
states that "I [Tipton] have completed and signed a state form selecting or rejecting Uninsured Motorist 
Coverage". (Id.) There is nothing further in the record regarding this application. 
On June 25, 2001, Fulcrum Insurance actually sold Tipton an insurance policy that covered 
Tipton's personal and business vehicles through June 25, 2002. (Memo in support of summary 
judgment, %3, R.23). This policy had automobile third-party bodily injury liability limits of 
$300,000.00. (Id., f4; Policy Declarations, R. 92). The Declarations page states "Limit" for "Auto 
Only" is $300,000.00. It also contains a line "UNINSURED/UNDERINSURED MOTORIST", and 
under "Limit", the Declarations page only states "SEPARATELY STATED IN THE 
ENDORSEMENT". (Id.). The policy carried an endorsement for uninsured motorist property damage 
in the amount of $65,000.00. (Id., f5). The policy contained no uninsured motorist bodily injury 
damage coverage whatsoever. (Id., f6). There was no "state form selecting or rejecting Uninsured 
Motorist Coverage" ever presented to, or signed by, Tipton. (Id.) 
On November 19, 2001, Tipton was hit head-on by an uninsured motorist. (Id., 1fl[7-8). She 
made a claim for uninsured motorist bodily damages in the amount of her liability coverage limits, or 
1
 Tipton is entitled to have all facts in the record supporting her position accepted as true 
in defending Fulcrum's cross-motion for summary judgment. Wycalis v. Guardian Title, 780 
P.2d 821 (Utah App. 1989), cert. den. 789 P.2d 33 (Utah 1990). No opposing affidavits were 
filed by either party; the only materials submitted outside the pleadings and memoranda were 
documents from Fulcrum's files, attached to its motion. 
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$300,000.00. (Id., f 9). Fulcrum Insurance denied that claim, and, instead, contended that there was 
only $65,000.00 in uninsured motorist coverage available. (Id., R. 24, IffllO-l 1). Fulcrum Insurance 
brought this action for declaratory relief, to limit its liability for uninsured motorist bodily injury 
coverage to the amount it had issued for uninsured motorist property damage coverage, or $65,000.00. 
(R.3-5). 
Trial Court's Facts: 
The trial court entered "Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law". (R. 165-170). The trial 
court's findings were lifted verbatim from the fact section of Fulcrum's cross-motion for summary 
judgment, with the exception of paragraphs 5, 8 and 12 which were omitted in their entirety. These 
facts, which presumably the trial court found as undisputed material facts, follow: 
1. Plaintiff General Security Indemnity Company of Arizona, formerly known as Fulcrum 
Insurance Company (Fulcrum) is an insurance company doing business in the State of Utah, 
with its home office in New York, New York. 
2. Defendant Tipton is a resident of Washington County, State of Utah. 
3. Fulcrum issued a garage insurance policy to Susan Rice Tipton, policy number GP 1030987 
effective from June 25, 2001 to June 25, 2002. 
4. Tipton signed an application for insurance dated 2-6-01 applying for a garage policy with 
uninsured motorist (UM) coverage in the amount of $65,000.00. 
5. The insurance policy issued to Tipton by Fulcrum contained the endorsement Utah Uninsured 
Motorists Coverage - Property Damage. This endorsement provided for $65,000.00 in 
uninsured motorists coverage for property damage. 
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6. The insurance policy issued to Tipton by Fulcrum did not contain an endorsement indicating 
coverage for uninsured motorists coverage (UM) for bodily injury. 
7. The policy that was issued to Tipton charged a premium specifically for the uninsured 
underinsured motorist coverage in the amount of $60. 
8. On or about November 19,2001 Defendant Tipton was driving an automobile westbound on 
State Road 9 near Hurricane, Utah. Another vehicle, being driven eastbound by one Thomas 
Fischer, crossed the center line and collided with the vehicle being driven by Tipton. 
9. Mr. Fischer's automobile insurance policy had lapsed prior to the collision. 
10. Defendant Tipton has made a claim for uninsured motorists coverage against Fulcrum in the 
amount of $300,000 for the injuries she sustained in the accident. 
Trial Court's Conclusions of Law: 
The trial court found that Fulcrum "abided by the requirements in Utah Code Anr. §31A-22-
305" because the limit of $65,000 was "the maximum available by the insurer under . . . Tipton's 
policy". (R. 167, f 12).The trial court additionally found that Tipton's policy was ambiguous, because 
it contained no uninsured motorist bodily injury endorsement. (R. 167, fl4).The trial court then 
concluded that the "extrinsic evidence in this case demonstrates that the parties intended for the UM 
limits to be $65,000". (R. 168, fl7). Therefore, because Fulcrum had already tendered the $65,000, 
the trial court concluded that "Fulcrum has. . . fully satisfied its obligations under the policy." The trial 
court then granted summary judgment in favor of Fulcrum. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
There was no dispute that Fulcrum failed to comply with U.C.A. §31A-22-305(4), when it 
failed to present Tipton with a written explanation of the purposes of uninsured motorist coverage, the 
liability amounts she could purchase, and the premiums associated with those amounts. Despite this 
failure, the trial court improperly decided that the Tipton intended to buy $65,000 based upon a four-
month old application, disregarding the absence of any waiver to comply with the statute. This 
approach disregards the statutory consequences of failing to obtain a waiver: 1) uninsured motorist 
benefits in the amount of Tipton's bodily injury limits, or $300,000; or 2) the maximum Tipton could 
have purchased from Fulcrum for uninsured motorist coverage. The case should be remanded with 
instructions to enter judgment in favor of Tipton in the amount of $300,000, less the $65,000 
previously tendered by Fulcrum. 
ARGUMENT 
• A . 
THE FULCRUM POLICY DID NOT COMPLY WITH U. C. A. §31 A-22-302(l)(b) 
BECAUSE IT DID NOT CONTAIN ANY PROVISION FOR 
UNINSURED MOTORIST BODILY INJURY COVERAGE, 
NOR WAS THERE A VALID WAIVER UNDER §3 lA-22-305(4) 
U. C. A. §31A-22-302(l)(b) is crystal clear: "every policy" sold to comply with Utah law 
"shall include" uninsured motorist coverage, "unless affirmatively waived under Subsection 31A-22-
305(4)". There is no dispute that the Fulcrum policy did not include any bodily injury coverage for 
uninsured motorists whatsoever. In fact, it did not include any provision at all for underinsured 
motorist benefits, as required by U. C. A. §31A-22-302(l)(c), despite properly including an 
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endorsement for the personal injury protection benefits required by U. C. A. §31 A-22-302(l)(d). The 
endorsement for uninsured motorist property damage coverage that was included is not required by 
statute. See U. C. A. §31A-22-305.5 (1999). The Fulcrum policy did not comply with the statute 
because it did not include uninsured motorist benefits. 
There is likewise no dispute that there was no waiver of that statutory requirement pursuant 
to U. C. A. §31A-22-305(4). Subsection 4 allows a consumer to choose not to purchase uninsured 
motorist coverage, provided that there has been "a reasonable explanation of the purpose of uninsured 
motorist coverage". U. C. A. §31A-22-305(4)(a)(ii). Further, U. C. A. §31A-22-305(3)(f)(i)(B) 
requires a presentation of "the costs associated with increasing the coverage in amounts up to and 
including the maximum amount available by the insurer under the insured' s motor vehicle policy". The 
Legislature was obviously concerned that insurance consumers understand clearly what the purpose 
of uninsured motorist insurance is, and the relatively nominal cost associated with it, before deciding 
whether to purchase it, or what coverage limits to purchase. There is no evidence that a statutory 
waiver was ever presented to Tipton or signed by her. If there had been, presumably Fulcrum would 
have tendered it to the trial court. 
The Fulcrum policy completely failed to comply with the statutory coverage, nor did it obtain 
a statutory coverage waiver. 
B. 
BECAUSE FULCRUM FAILED TO COMPLY WITH U. C. A. §31A-22-
302(l)(b), IT CANNOT ARBITRARILY DECIDE TO PAY A LESSER 
COVERAGE LIMIT THAN THE THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY LIMITS 
Fulcrum implicitly acknowledges that its failure to comply with U. C. A. §31 A-22-302(l)(b) 
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requires it to provide uninsured motorist bodily injury coverage. However, it arbitrarily chooses the 
uninsured motorist property damage limit of $65,000 as the applicable limit. But the statute is clear: 
the coverage limit must be either the third-party bodily injury limits, here $300,000, or the "maximum 
uninsured motorist coverage limits available by the insurer under the insured's motor vehicle policy". 
The trial court simply assumed that the $65,000 limit which was the maximum available for uninsured 
motorist property damage was the maximum available for uninsured bodily injury. This assumption 
does not bear scrutiny. The reality is that there was NO maximum available for uninsured motorist 
bodily injury under the Tipton policy. There was NO coverage at all for bodily injury from an 
uninsured motorist. In the absence of any coverage at all for bodily injury by uninsured motorists under 
the insured's policy, the only other statutory limit is the third-party bodily injury limit of $300,000. 
Because there was NO "maximum uninsured motorist coverage limits available by the insurer 
under the insured's motor vehicle policy", the only applicable limit was $300,000. 
C. 
THE TIPTON POLICY IS NOT AMBIGUOUS ON THE QUESTION OF 
UNINSURED MOTORIST BODILY INJURY COVERAGE 
Fulcrum and the trial court attempted to finesse the fact that there is no "maximum uninsured 
motorist coverage limits available" under the policy by declaring the policy to be ambiguous, and then 
resorting to extrinsic evidence to determine that the parties intended $65,000. This is wrong: the policy 
is not ambiguous. It unambiguously does NOT contain any coverage at all for bodily injury from 
uninsured motorists. It unambiguously DOES provide coverage for property damage from uninsured 
motorists. There is no ambiguity whatsoever in the policy itself. 
There is ambiguity in the Declarations page. The Declarations page has a section for 
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"Uninsured/underinsured Motorists", but it does not specify whether it refers to bodily injury, property 
damage or both. The limits are "separately stated in the endorsement", but, of course, there is no 
endorsement at all for bodily injury, just for property damage. The trial court did not specify exactly 
what, in its view, the ambiguity was, but this ambiguity in the Declarations is sufficient to invoke the 
usual rule that insurance contracts are construed most strongly against the drafter, here, Fulcrum. 
Accordingly, if there was ambiguity, Tipton should have benefitted, not been penalized. 
And even if the extrinsic evidence showed that the parties intended to purchase $65,000 in 
uninsured motorist coverage, that does not solve the problem. The problem the Legislature sought to 
solve was that of insurance consumers simply buying or rejecting uninsured motorist coverage by 
signing whatever was pushed in front of them by their agent. The legislative solution was to require 
a detailed disclosure of the purposes of uninsured motorist coverage and the costs associated with it, 
so that the insurance consumer, not the agent, knowingly and voluntarily makes the choice. Without 
compliance with U. C. A. §31 A-22-305(4)(a)(ii) and U. C. A. §31 A-22-305(3)(f)(i)(B), Tipton was 
deprived of the meaningful choice the Legislature sought to give her. Because Fulcrum deprived 
Tipton of that choice, it cannot now try to hold her to the bargain it claims she did, or would have 
made, in the absence of the statutory disclosures. 
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c. 
THE TRIAL COURT'S CONCLUSIONS OF LAW ARE FLAWED AND 
NOT SUPPORTED BY EVIDENCE IN THE RECORD 
The trial court's conclusions are flawed or unsupported by any evidence in the record in several 
key instances: 
Conclusion No. 12: 
The trial court concluded in No. 12 that Fulcrum "abided the requirements in Utah Code Anr. 
§31A-22-305" because it tendered $65,000, "the maximum available under Tipton's policy". Of 
course, there was NO bodily injury coverage for uninsured motorists under Tipton's policy, so the 
maximum available under her policy was zero. But the relevant question that the trial court confused 
is how much is available for purchase by Tipton, not how much is actually written into the policy. The 
statute recognizes that some insurers only sell bodily injury coverage from uninsured motorists in 
limits less than the maximum available for purchase for third-party liability protection. In that instance, 
if there is no statutory waiver, the insurer must provide the maximum available FOR PURCHASE by 
the insured, not the maximum actually sold to the insured. If that were not the case, the insurer could 
get away with providing whatever is actually in the policy. In Tipton's case, that amount was actually 
zero. 
The whole thrust of the statute is to allow insurance consumers maximum information and 
choice, and to penalize insurers who fail to provide that, by requiring them to pay the insured 
according to the maximum amount of liability coverage that the insured actually purchased, or could 
have purchased, had the proper disclosures been made. Fulcrum's argument would circumvent the 
legislative penalty by allowing insurers to provide much less. There was no evidence that $65,000 was 
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the most uninsured motorist coverage that Tipton could have purchased. There was no evidence of the 
maximum amount that Tipton could have purchased from Fulcrum. Without that evidence, the trial 
court's conclusion 
Conclusion No. 14: 
The trial court erred in concluding that the policy is ambiguous. It unambiguously provides NO 
coverage for bodily injury from uninsured motorists. Thus, the trial court erred in concluding that 
Fulcrum should pay anything less than the liability limits actually purchased by Tipton of $300,000. 
Conclusion No. 17: 
Here, the trial court is in essence reforming the contract. There was no evidence from either 
Tipton or the agent who sold the policy in front of the trial court. The application for insurance does 
not unambiguously reveal an intent to purchase $65,000 of coverage for bodily injury from uninsured 
motorists. And in the absence of the statutory waiver, there is even less reason to conclude that the 
parties intended to set the limits at any particular amount. 
Conclusion No. 19: 
The trial court concluded that Tipton should not get an insurance benefit she did not pay for. 
However, the Legislature has placed the burden of compliance and the penalty for non-compliance on 
the insurer, not the insured. The statutory penalty for non-compliance with the waiver requirements 
is for the insurer to provide coverage not paid for, in the amount of the bodily injury liability limits or 
the maximum amount of uninsured motorist insurance that the insured could have purchased. It is not 
up to the trial court to interpose its own view of fairness over that of the Legislature. 
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D. 
THE REMEDY FOR FAILING TO PROVIDE THE REQUIRED DISCLOSURE 
IS TO IMPLY COVERAGE AT THE BODILY INJURY LIMITS 
The statute clearly provides that, unless there is a waiver, the policy limit for uninsured 
motorist coverage is less of 1) "the limits of the insured's motor vehicle liability coverage" OR 2) "the 
maximum uninsured motorist coverage limits available by the insurer". We know that the limit under 
1) above is $300,000.00. There is no evidence in the record on what the "maximum . . . available by 
the insurer" was, under 2). Therefore, the proper remedy is to imply coverage at the bodily injury limit 
of $300,000 under a theory of implied reformation of the policy. Choosing any other approach (such 
as implying it at the statutory minimum of $25,000) rewards an insurer who chooses not to comply, 
as Fulcrum did. See Couch on Insurance 3d, §122:46, p. 122-90: 
If an insurer does not offer uninsured motorist coverage in an automobile liability or 
motor vehicle liability policy, and, as a result, the insured does not reject such 
coverage, the uninsured motorist statute creates such coverage in the policy by 
operation of law. 
The trial court and Fulcrum seem to have assumed as much, that the absence of a valid rejection 
impliedly created uninsured motorist coverage. 
The next question is what limits of coverage the impliedly reformed policy would have. The 
Utah statute, again, provides two options, the bodily injury limit amount or the maximum the insured 
could have purchased anyway. Other states seem to follow this approach, though each state's statutes 
are somewhat idiosyncratic. See Couch on Insurance 3d, §122.48, p.122-48: 
Pursuant to statute, an insurer was required to provide uninsured motorist coverage in 
an amount equal to its liability coverage, even though the policy called for a lesser 
amount of uninsured motorist coverage, where the insurer did not validly waive the 
statutory right. 
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That would apply directly to Tipton, who, according to the trial court, purchased lesser coverage under 
the policy without a valid waiver of her statutory right. Couch also states regarding underinsured 
motorist coverage, an analogous situation: 
Where underinsured motorist coverage is implied by law as a result of the insurer's 
inadequate offer or rejection form for underinsured motorist coverage, the amount to 
be employed by law is properly limited to the amount of bodily injury liability 
coverage which the insured actually had, rather than the maximum amount of bodily 
injury coverage which he or she could have potentially purchased, and rather than the 
lower statutory minimum amounts of underinsured motorist coverage. 
Couch on Insurance 3d, § 122:46, p. 122-91. See also a less helpful but large collection of cases at 55 
A.L.R.3d 216, "Construction of Statutory Provisions Governing Rejection Or Waiver Of Uninsured 
Motorist Coverage". 
Under any theory, the evidence supports only one result: uninsured motorist coverage for 
Tipton in the amount of $300,000. 
CONCLUSION 
Utah's legislature has recognized that uninsured motorist coverage is vital to the well-being 
of drivers in Utah. This is why insurers have been required by statute to make a detailed offer of 
uninsured motorist coverage to insurance consumers, with a reasonable explanation of the benefits of 
such coverage, and the costs. The statute provides that, if there is no valid, written rejection of the 
coverage, there is an statutorily implied coverage for uninsured motorist benefits. The limits are the 
lesser of the bodily injury limits purchased by the insured, or the maximum uninsured motorist benefits 
that the insured could have purchased. 
The trial court erred when it accepted Fulcrum's argument that the "maximum . . . available 
insurance" referred, not to the maximum amount the insured could have purchased, but the maximum 
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amount actually purchased. This re-defines the statute to mean only that the insured gets what the 
insured bought. This approach stands the statute on its head. Tipton should get what the Legislature 
intended: the maximum amount, measured by her bodily injury limits of $300,000, in the complete 
absence of evidence that only a lesser amount could have been purchased. 
DATED THIS 8st day of December, 2005. 
Daniel F. Bertch 
Kevin K. Robson 
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>PUCANTlNFQnMATlQMl^ 
_ ->,_ . _ _ i PottpjjParfodDMlrecfc. From ^-ZS'r-QJ T 
sgistarad Business Name /X3<*3f l £ ^ r ^ M p T f e , c i l o a . T X i . A o 4 f c » k A «->[<»/•<= c^O.O 
-fag Address '5>tf"20Mi>-lbe.fT* hr? ' -&HA40?* Ctty S f" ^ g r ^ Q - •* 
Qiintjr / f Z H « - ' ' State f X T ^ Zto Code S'^720 Phone (^3&") 
=ars in Business 3 
o £-2,T<o2-
rc<*. 
Years Management Experience _ 
escribe your Operations ISS>e£. cpcr 
stations where y^u conduct Garage Operations 
^ Business 5ntfty:C3 Individual • Partnership Q Corporation 
ore where TOU conduct arage operations, / 
<^?£> /U. -zoo u>. &£*<• C*hj, QT 
NpeawamwG FNFaRMATioNd 
]l Owners. ELmfy|qycc3t Spotiaca & Children Furnished Autos 
Name 
yjSa.v^ £ -Tv p r m 
- " ' ! " ' 
f Date of 
1 Birth 
'1"p^U 
Driver License 
I Number 
?3£Z*94 
in • II ' 'X • II 
(Attach Kst, Jf necessary 
UT' 
^UmlsfWl Ai#n7 
YtaflTNo 
'* ._, 
! Number of 
! AecWwio dtutiara 
stab D^scrTpfcM 
i anrf/or j 
£>Oj>/1^ .._ 1 
|ies 
I- Where do you purchase vehicles? 
J, Who drtvas or to we vehicles to your lot?. 
L How many times peryear do you drive-away mora than 300 miles from point of purchase?. 
i. HOY* many vehicles do you sell per yoar? 2P~2o How many of those are on consignment?, 
5. VVhaife your normal ra,d)us of operation? Sfaii4r&o,r**- O r ^ U _ „ 
?. What is your sales mix? 
/?c*t^L 
a- cars, sport utility, pickups, vans 
b„ motorhomes 
c, travel trailers, mobile homes 
foo_ d. trucks, tractors, oeml-trailere 
e. "salvage parts 
f. other 
(. Describe lot security and key controls . 3 — 9.' How many dealer platan do yau have?, 
9. Do you repossess vehicles? C3 Yes (S3 No If yes, explain , ,n 
0. Do yau sail "salvage titled" vehcdes? • Yes JZ1 No If yes7 what percentage of vehicle require cosmetic repair^ 
" mechanics] repair % structural repair ,% 
u Do you always ride along an test drives? • Yee D No 
1. What percentage of ybv(r work b; 
Body/Paint 
Tune up 
Transmission /*L 
Brakes __^_ % 
2." DP you sell aasoBrisr or LPS, 
Mutfier % 
Radiator _ % 
v Wheel Alignment % 
NyOi l & Lube % 
?v#yes. how many gaJJons?_ 
Sound System 
Tires 
Upholasary 
Wash/Detail 
,% 
% 
Window Tint 
Other 
Desc r ibeL__ 
% 
% 
Page 1 of 2 
3. Do you Install trail 
4. Do^you have a spi 
4£. Do you recap tires 
6. Do you tow for hire'J 
7. Describe lot secu 
Prior Carrier And 
booth? 
recapped tire 
controj 
Current Carrier, 
Prior Carrier 
Prior Carrier 
o s s History for> 
If yes, Is It U/L approved? Is it ventilated?. 
Policy Pertod_ 
Policy Period. 
Policy Period.. 
^ L Policy Premium^ 
PoScy Premium. 
Policy ProfTwjfri_ 
Date of Lcsa Amount 
' ' - M i l l I I ' l | | , * " « 
. Description of L o u 1 
A/f^Uj^ | 
/ -* ^ J 
c 
Zoo*1 
KJ 
• 
Garage Liability $_ 
Garagekeepere $_ 
_each accident, $_ ?~>K 
Dealers Physical Damage $_ 
Premises Medicaf Payments Si ,000 
Scheduled Vehicles 
per location SCL $_ 
3 0 ^ 0 0 pac /nnttorrfe^f SCL$_ 
..aggregate. Deductibles. zrc? 
SCL$_ 
^deductible CoiUsicn$_ 
..deductible Collision $__ 
.deductible Collision $_ 
_deductfcte 
deductftrfa 
deducifola 
i V«h. 
No. Ytar Make Body Type VXN. ACV ~1 
f V«h. 
No. GVW Radius U*a Low Pay** 
& Rre~te^TJa^£y^5O,0O0 
GO Uninsured Motorist S /I f
 t «** ° 
5 3 Pernor** Injury Ptuteifo>nS' 3 f * ° ** 
n Buybacks • Transit Limit $ n Driveway Racfius_ I I Value per Auto $_ 
Remarks: 
I understand that misrepresentation or omission of material facts wilt be cause for cancellation and may void coverage. 
I have completed ar^Lsm)04 a state forrrj^J^cling 9/ rejecting Uninsured Motorist Coverage. 
Sign*** ot Applicant \ 
Q.^U~0\ 
Agmcy M&=rr© earn* AgsnTo Sljfwsuro^ "2>t%i< &**<# Af**J 
Page 2 of 2 
B 
DECLARATIONS PAGE - 6/25/02 
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l l / < 2 8 / 0 1 WED 1 3 : 4 6 FAX 435 <*$6Q6Q9 Dixie Leavitt / EJQ02 
V f Pofcy Number At^gk 0 3 0 1 § 5 3 
Western Heritage Insurance Company ABP w%m 
6263 M. Scottsdale Road, Suite 240 - P O. Box 5t00 - Scoftsdsle, Arizona 85261 -5100 RENEWAL OF NUM&ER 
I ftEG RATING 
_U/W .. PftOO rron 
43D01 
GARAGE POLICY &ECURATIONS 
ITEM ONE- PAGE 1 of 2 
NAWIED INSURED AND MAlLlNQ ADDRESS ^ 
SUSAN RICE TIPT0H )( ) AQENT AND MAfUNQ ADDRESS-AGENCY NO: 
DBA: THE AUTOMOBILE SOURCE 1 1 / TRANSWESTERH GENERAL AGENCY 
511 NORTH 200 WEST * SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
CEDAR CITY, UTAH 04720 
POLICY PERIOD: From g„gg-gf t To fi-gS^iflfl-. at 12:01 A.M. Standard Tim? & your moling address shown ^ bove 
Form of Business: $ individual • Paniigrstiip Q Corporation Q LL.Q. Q Other _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Business DesDripuon: __ 
IN RETURN FOR THE PAYMENT OFTHE PfO/IIUM, AND SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS OF WIS ^ U C Y WE AGREE WITH YOI 
TO PROVIDE REINSURANCE AS STATED IN THIS POLICY. 
ITEM TWO - SCHEDULE OF COVERAGES AND COVERED AUTtiS: thfs poGoy provides only those cOveteges identrfied by entry 
of a PREMIUM and by entry of the applicabje COVERED HAUTOH DESIGNATION SYMBOL In the columns below (numerical symbols are 
detinad Jn Sectforr 1 of the Garage Govemg& Form). Entry of a covered "auto" symbol next to Liability provides coverage for "garage 
Operations* Pa^e Z of 2 pf our1 GARAGE POUOY DECLARATIONS rfepfece? the AUTO DEALERS SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULE and the 
NON-DEALERS AND TRAILER DEALERS SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULE referred to h fofrGAftAGE COVERAGE FORM. 
GARAGE COVERAGE COVERED 
"AUTOS" 
LIMIT 
THE MOST WE WILL PAY FOR ANY ONE 
ACCIDENT OR LOSS 
PREMIUM 
Eoct\ "ADcWonT "Oaraoa Opcratfciw* 
UABILTTY INSURANCE "Aulo" Only 
22 $ 300,000 
Oihtfr Than *Aulo* Only 
$ 300,000 
/flpflfllj, "Cnrapa Opnratfoi 
Olber Than "Auto' Only 
$500.000 $ 530. 
1 
si 
9 
SPECIFIED CAUSES OF LOSS 
COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE 
COUJSION COVEHAGE 
SEE 
UMJTSOF 
hdfd The frsumtimmmis policy dce$ not, m, 
caie of auiKSffiStap&j business in Utah 3 
" ^ H i f J ^ k f e U ? "Rat ion by ihe Utah' 
commissioner. Wm policy iteofrves r,o 
from any of the guaranty associations 
Chapter 28,-ngiaiA. 
a cerilfl-
rtd thus is 
fosurancjo 
U4 
SPECIFIED CAUSES OF LOSS 
COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE 
COLUSIQN COVERAGE 
protection 
-cre&od under 
M&IOAlrPAYMBfl^eOVERAGE" Kr0G&, -50. 
UNlNSURFD/UNDERfNSURFD MOTORIST 26 SEPARATELY STATED JN THE ENDORSEMENT 50. 
PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION SSFARATB-Y STATEp IN THE ENDORSEMENT 
FIRS LEGAL LIABILITY SEPARATELY STATED IN THE ENDORSEMENT 
l
^ * ' % 
COMMERCIAL, PROPERTY COVERAGE SEPARATELY STATED INTHE COVERAGE PART DECLARATIONS $ 
SEE SCHEDULE OF FORMS AND ENDORSEMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS POLICY AT ITS INCEPTION Totar 
PER FORM WHI 26-0310(12-9?) ATTACHED PoIlpyFee 
25% MINIMUM EARNED PREMI m/J^BM CANCELLATION State Tax 
PRODUCER: DIXIE IEAVITT (U0562J STAMP FEE 
fg$T£RN GENERAL ASENCY 
$ 7S0.DQMP 
$ IIMJ.OQ 
36TTT 
Trrx 
MLED & UNUCRWRIflEN BY; TR7 Tofel Advance Premium $ tfBSi.tffc 
Countersignature Date &-^5~9Sft1 jUitborlzed Representative f^ prfyuJ 4 / / /
 :f **? 
WHI 26-0305 (12/97) Wftite - Insured Grttert - Company Yellow-Apgnt Pink - Producer Goidenrod^ Memorandum 
c 
"UTAH UNINSURED MOTORISTS COVERAGE - PROPERTY DAMAGE" ENDORSEMENT 
21 
1
 1 1 / 2 8 / 0 1 WED 13:47 FAX "-S0603 Dixie Leavitt A 
10004 
^ t Y NUMBER: COMMERCIAL AUTO 
CA21 62 03 99 AGP 0301553 
THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY, 
UTAH UNINSURED MOTORISTS COVERAGE 
For a covered "auto" licensed or principally garaged in, or "garage operations" conducted in, Utah, this endorse-
ment modffles insurance pfwicfed under the following; 
BUSINGS A l / t p COVERAGE FO&M 
GARAGE COVERAGE FOfcM 
MOTOR CARRIER COVERAGE FORM 
TRUCKERS-COVERAGE FORM 
With fe^pect to coverage provided by this endorsement the provisions of the Coverage Form apply unless 
mridifitfd by the endbrsefrient. 
This endorsement changes the policy effective on the inception date of the policy unless another date is indi-
cated below. 
Endorsement Effective: „
 ntr nn 
6-Z5-S9 
Named Insured-
 TH£ MITQMQBIIE SOURCE 
Countersigned By- | 
(Authorised Representative) 
SCHEDULE 
1 LIMIT OF INSURANCE 
$
 65,ti00 
[ _ . , > •
 mmu „ . 
Each" Accident" 1 
(If no entry appears above? infontiation required to complete this endorsement will be shown in the Declarations 
as applicable to this endorsement,) 
A. Coverage 
1. We will pay all sums the "insured" Is legally 
entitled to recover as cpmpensatojy damages 
from the owner or driver of an Uninsured mo-
4or-vQhi6leV-The-d^fRgges-^nust fesult-from 
"bodily injury" sustained qy "the "insured" 
caused by an "accident". The owners or 
driver's liability for these darrtages must result 
from the ownership, maintenance or use of the 
"uninsured motor vehicle* 
2. We will pay only after all liability bonds or 
policies have been exhausted By judgments or 
payments, 
3. Any judgment for damages arising out of a 
"suit" brought without our written cons&nt is not 
binding on us, 
IB, Who Is An Insured 
1. You. 
2. If you ar6 ari individual, any "family member*. 
3. Anyone else "occupying" 3 covered "auto" or a 
temporary substitute for a covered "auto*, ex-
cept'your custpm&fs, if ypur business i§ shown 
In the Declarations as a rental company- How-
ever, rf this customer of a rental company has 
no policy of motor vehiGle insurance, they gre 
"Insured", but only up to $65,000 for each 
"accident", which is the minimum combined 
single limit of liability specified by UTAH 
CODE ANN. Section 3^-22^-304^ This super-
sedes any provision to tRe corner, if the auto 
is a temporary substitute, the covered "autoM 
must be out of service because of its break-
down, repair, servicing, "loss" or destruction. 
CA 21 62 03 95 Copyright, Insurance Services Office, Inc , 1998 Page 1 of 4 
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FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
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^ p f t # /i.ni.-si 
TIM DAL TON DUNN, #0936 
PAUL J. SIMONSON, #7987 
DUNN & DUNN, P.C. 
505 East 200 South, 2nd Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah S4102 
Telephone: (801) 521-6677 
Facsimile (801) 521-9998 
Attorney lor General Security Indemnity 
Company of Arizona 
IN THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
GENERAL SECURITY INDEMNITY 
COMPANY OF ARIZONA, formerly known 
as FULCRUM INSURANCE COMPANY, an 
Arizona corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SUSAIsi BJCE TIPTON, dba THE 
AUTOMOBILE SOURCE, , 
Defendant. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER 
Civil No.: 030501440 
Judge: Eric A. Ludlow 
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing on the parties' cross-motions for summary 
judgment on January 3, 2005 before the Honorable Eric Ludlow. The Plaintiff General Security 
Indemnity Company was represented by Paul Simonson. The Defendant appeared in person and 
JUN-ib-^UUb IHU 11. Id HI I Oth L/IDI, u i , a i . ucunuc rnA nu, HOJOOUJJ 1 I U l 
was represented by Samuel Adams. The COURT, being fully advised, makes the following 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Plaintiff General Security Indemnity Company of Arizona, formerly known as 
Fulcrum Lisurance Company (Fulcrum) is an insurance company doing business in the State of 
Utah, with its home office located in New York, New York. 
2. Defendant Tipton is a resident of Washington County, State of Utah. 
3. Fulcrum issued a garage insurance policy to Susan Rice Tipton, policy number GP 
1030987 effective from June 25, 2001 to June 25, 2002. 
4. Tipton signed an application for insurance dated 2-6-01 applying for a garage 
policy witn uninsured motorist (UM) coverage in the amount of $657000.00. 
5. The insurance policy issued to Tipton by Fulcrum contained the endorsement 
Utah Uninsured Motorists Coverage - Property Damage. This endorsement provided for 
$65,000.00 in uninsured motorists coverage for property damage. 
6. The insurance policy issued to Tipton by Fulcrum did not contain an endorsement 
indicating coverage for uninsured motorists coverage (UM) for bodily injury. 
7. The policy that was issued to Tipton charged a premium specifically for the 
uninsured underinsured motorist coverage in the amount of $60. 
2 
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8. On or about November 19, 2001 Defendant Tipton was driving an automobile 
westbounc on State Road 9 near Hurricane, Utah. Another vehicle, being driven eastbound by 
one Thomas Fischer, crossed the center line and collided with the vehicle being driven by Tipton. 
9. Mr, Fischer's automobile insurance policy had lapsed prior to the collision. 
10. Defendant Tipton has made a claim for uninsured motorists coverage against 
Fulcrum in the amount of $300,000 for the injuries she sustained in the accident. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
11. Hie Court has jurisdiction over both the parties and the subject matter in this 
action. 
12 The Court's findings support that Fulcrum, abided by the requirements in Utah 
Code Anr... § 31A-22-305 because the statute allows for UM coverage to be the same as the 
liability coverage or UM coverage to be the maximum, available by the insurer under the 
insured's motor vehicle policy. The maximum available under Tipon's policy was $65,000.00. 
13. The Court's findings support that the Application for Garage Policy states: "I have 
completed and signed a state form selecting or rejecting Uninsured Motorist Coverage." 
14. The parties have stated, and the Court concludes, that the insurance policy is 
ambiguous because of the omitted uninsured motorist bodily injury endorsement, 
15. The Court concludes that Utah case law interprets insurance policies under the 
general rules of contract construction. See Holmes Development, LLC v. Cook, 48 P3d 895 
(Utah 2002). 
3 
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16. The Court concludes that Utah case law allows for the admission of extrinsic 
evidence when a contract is ambiguous. See Peterson v. Sunnder Corp., 48 P.3d 918 (Utah 
2002), 
17. The Court's findings support thai the extrinsic evidence in this case demonstrates 
that the parties intended for the UM limits to be $65,000.00, 
18 The Court concludes that the UM limits for bodily injury are $65,000,00. 
19 The Court concludes that the Defendant should not receive more benefits under 
the policy than she did not contract for and for which she did not pay. 
20. The Court concludes that the Plaintiff Fulcrum has fully paid the $65,000.00 UM 
limits and fully satisfied its obligations under the policy. 
ORDER 
With the Court having read and considered all submitted memoranda and having heard 
oral argument from both parties, the COURT being fully advised, HEREBY MAICES THE 
FOLLOWING ORDER: 
21. The Court grants Plaintiff Fulcrum's Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment 
22. The Court denies Defendant Tipton's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
23. Each party shall bear its own costs and attorney's fees. 
4 
BYTaifrSQURT: 
^rbaWu. 
Honorable Eric A. Ludlow 
JUN-10-^UUO Jnu n>io mi u m i / i u i , V I I U I l U l - V U U L 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER was mailed, postage prepaid, this / ? day of 
January 2005 to the following: 
Samuel Adams 
SIEGFRIED & JENSEN 
5664 South Green Street 
Murray, Utah 84123 
Secretary 
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